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FAMILY LIFE EDUCATION - CATHOLIC EDUCATION COMMITTEE 
The Catholic Education Committee 1s on record as approving 1n principle the 
provision of christian family life education in our schools. The Catholic Bishops 
of Newfoundland have already affirmed (Supplementary Brief to the Royal Commission 
on Education, 1969) that ttit is of paramount importance that the necessary instruc-
tion be given futhe general context of Christian formation preferably as part of ~ 
the school's religious education programme". 
A Committee for a Family Life Programme was established to assess the feasibi-
lity of this proposal, to study existing family life programmes developed by 
Catholic School Boards and to produce a programme at the Primary and Elementary 
levels that will prove useful and practical to the Catholic Boards of the Province. 
The final objective has now been realized at the primary level. There follows a 
description of the programme under the headings: curriculum, methods of presenta-
tion, teacher preparation, and parental involvement. 
The Catholic Education Committee of Newfoundland and Labrador wishes to express 
its thanks to the Toronto Metropolitan Separate School Board for permission to adapt 
the Metropolitan Separate School Board Family Life Interim Curricilum Guidelines to 
our needs. OuP grateful thanks go to the Metropolitan Board for their leadership and 
for their material. 
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CURRICULUM 
The family life concept-structure of the programme is based on the Family Life 
Programme of the Metropolitan Separate School Board of Toronto. The programme each 
year is geared to the developing child, suited to his level of physical, psychologi-
cal, social and spiritual maturity. 
Many of the concepts included in a worthwhile family life programme are already 
found in the Canadian Catechism at the primary level. The Family Life Programme 
places these concepts in a developmental sequence, expanding where necessary, and 
integrates additional family-life concepts where gaps exist. It is important that 
this in no way interfere with the natural rhythm or ecclesiastical calendar -
coordination of the Canadian Catechism. 
Our concern in Family Life Education is mainly with the development of attitudes 
which are healthy, open and Christian. Factual information is important in this 
process but only as a part of it and not as the focus of the programme. 
' 
Our primary programmes ·(grade one to three) concentrate on three areas, Family, 
Growh and Relationships. We attempt to develop the following aims in the primary 
years. 
a. To give · the child an understanding of the nature and purpose of the family 
and of his place in the family, and an understanding of how we grow. 
b. To view human reproduction in ~he context of the family and to recognize 
his own self-worth and that of other persons. 
c. To foster mutual love and consideration within the family and to assist 
the child in developing good relationships with other persons. 
The term "Family Life Education" implies a much broader scope than "Sex Educa-
tion". To teach "Sex Education" and have it understood and accepted in its proper 
perspective, it must be viewed in the total context of Family Life Education. 
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METHO.DS OF PREPARATION 
In the primary years, it is expected that all regular classroom teachers will 
teach Family Life Education to their own classes. This enables teachers to util-
ize those "teachable momentsn that arise from other subject material and from 
children's own experience. The purpose of the written curriculum is to allow the 
primary teacher to see a continuity in the developmental process of the primary 
grades. The approach advocated is that of three teaching units initiated at the 
teacher's discretion; Rowevery it is suggested t~at the unit on the family be com-
pleted before Christmas, growth by March, and relationships by May. 
The Guide-Booklets provided for each grade level outline family life concepts, 
indicate references to the Canadian Catechism and other suggested reference mater -
ial,and offer suggestions for classroom presentation and audio-visual materials 
which could be utilized by the teacher. 
OUTLINE FOR PAREXTS' MEETINGS 
"As it is the parents who have given life to their children, on them lies the 
gravest obligation of educating their family. They must therefore be recognized as 
being primarily and principally responsible for their education. The role of par-
ents in education is of such importance that it is almost ·impossible to provide an 
adequate substitute. It is therefore the duty of parents to create a family atmos-
phere inspired by love and devotion to God and their fellowmen which will promote an 
integrated, personal and social . education of their children. The family is therefore 
the principal school of the social virtues which are necessary to every society. It 
is therefore above all in the Christian family, inspired by the grace and the respon-
sibility of the sacrament of matrimony, that children should be taught how to know and 
worship God and to love their neighbor. Parents should therefore appreciate how impor-
tant a role the truly Christian family plays in the life and progress of the whole 
people of God." 
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- (Constitution on Christian Education, 
Number 3) 
Parents are the prime educators of their children. Tte attitudes they help to 
form in their children are crucial to success. The school and the community also 
have an important role to play in the education of children. That is why it is of 
prime importance that parents and teachers work together. 
The Family Life Programme is set up in such a way that the classroom teacher 
acts as an aide to the child's family; he/she has been entrusted with the respon-
sibility of supplementing the teachings of the parents and enriching the pupil's 
social life. 
In order that the home and school education can be most effectively and harmon-
iously integrated, we are suggesting a number of parent-teacher meetings. These 
meetings should be held at different times during the school year with the parents 
of children on different levels (primary school, elementary school). 
The objectives of these meetings would be: 
1. To provide parents with accurate and p~to-date information concerning 
the programme. 
2. To help parents increase their facility and ease in speaking about human 
sexuality to their children. 
3. To acquaint parents with the aims and objectives of the programme and to 
enlist the cooperation of the home and school. 
Meetings 
A series of at least three meetings would ideally be held in each school where 
the Family Life Programme is being taught. 
First Meeting (Orientation Meeting) 
The first meeting should be an overall orientation that will outline to the 
parents just what the entire programme is all about. The aims and objectives of 
the programme would be explained, an overview of the entire subject of sex edca~ 
tion must be given explaining very briefly the main points that will be covered in 
each grade. A period for questions and answers would be provided. 
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Some suggested readings: 
The Wonder of ·sex , Chapters 1, 2, 5 
Your Child's Sex Life, Chapters 1 , 2, 3 
Second Meeting 
Attitudes, Values, Human Sexuality 
The most important responsibility of parents in guiding the sexual maturation 
of their children is to impart proper attitudes,and this is done at home when the 
child is young. These attitudes, this way of living and acting taught them by their 
parents largely determines whether they can, as adults, adopt a set of values that 
will help to bring them happiness and peace, and contribute to the stability of the 
society in which they live. This, at the core, is what sex education is all about; 
it is education to a value system. The development of the total person. 
Suggested readings: 
The Wonder of Sex, Chapter 4 
Your Child's Se~ Life, Chapter 4 
Vatican II, Pastoral Constitution on the Church in the Modern World, Nos. 47~52 
Third Meeting 
~ 
The third meeting could be. on human physiology. How to answer children's ques.-
tions. At this meeting films and filmstrips which will be used in the classrooms 
should be previewed with parents. 
This meetirgshould be held for each group of parents separately (parents of 
primary school children, parents of elementary school children). 
This meeting may be used at the discretion of the prin~ipal and teachers. 
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Grade I 
I. PSYCHOLOGICAL DEVELOPMENT OF CHILD 
Family Life Education in the Primary Level Year 1 continues and develops the concepts 
begun in the pre-primary year. The children examine the three broad areas of Family, 
Growth and Relationships which, of necessity, will overlap one another. 
In presenting the programme to the children, it is important to recall and be aware of 
certain growth patterns of the six year old child. 
''The psychologist Gesell, who is parti cularly concerned with the behavior of children, 
characterizes the stage of the 6-7 year-old as one of dispersion. 
This dispersion is the result of two factors: on the one hand, it stems from the child's 
exuberant vitality which propels him toward several centers of interest at the same time; on 
the other hand, it is provoked by the multiplicity of new experiences offered him when he 
enters into the world of formal schooling. 
For Erikson, who studies the development of personality from a psychoanalytical point 
of view, the 6-7 year-old is in transition between two stages: the stage of sexual awakening 
and the stage of socialization in the community of the school. Each of these stages has its 
own demands and difficulties; each is the occasion for progress and growth. 
If the child's sexual curiosity and relationship particularly to the opposite sex have 
not been properly handled, he will be susceptible to developing strong guilt feelings, to 
being a prisoner of the Oedipus complex, and to having serious difficulties during his first 
years at school. 
If, on the contrary, he is given a sound education in this area, his relationship to his 
parents will be more harmonious and his psychic energy will be available for his entrance 
into the second stage which we have mentioned that of introduction to school work and of the 
development of his intellectual gifts." 
,, 
- The Canadian Catechism 
Grade 1,Teacher's 
Manual, pp.5-6 
"The child's fundamental aspiration is to "grow up" to become a person in . his own right. 
This aspiration is accompanied by an equally fundamental need, the need to ·be loved. If the 
child is to develop harmoniously, he needs love more than bread. He can thrive only in a 
climate of affective security. When this climate is lacking, the child is crippled in the 
depth of his being. 
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The 6 year-old is not capable of rational knowledge in the strict sense, but only of 
'vital knowledge'. He understands intuitively by living. That is why his paths to know-
ledge are: 
• action (he learns by doing) 
• sensible experience (he learns through use of his senses) 
affective relationships (he learns through relationships with others) 
The child's intellect is incapable of grasping ideas that are not based on concrete 
experience or that can11ot be translated and re-expressed in the child's personal activity. 
The child can grasp ideas only at the superficial and often deceptive level of verbal know-
ledge. Moreover, the child's rate of assimilation is slow . In order to grasp a truth, he 
must be exposed to it over and over, and under different forms. But at the end of his . per-
sonal search, he will be proud and happy to enjoy the security of a genuinely 'conquered' 
certitude. And when this happens, he is often able to transmit it to others with ama~ing 
accuracy." 
- The Canadian Catechism 
Grade I, Teacher's Manual 
pp. 7 
Children ages five to eleven are experiencing a period of relatively slow growth. An 
~nnal growth of two or three inches and an annual weight gain of three to six pounds are 
expected, but there are wide variations in these patterns, each significant for the indivi-
dual concerned. 
These years represent a period in which children tend to establish some independence 
from adults. Children often give evidence of this quest for independence by refusing to 
do what they are asked, or by accusing the adult of being too bossy, too strict, or ' just 
not fair'. They may take special delight in using unacceptable language, coming to the 
table with hands unwashed, or preferring to wear their most tattered sweaters. Yet the 
necessity for the adult approval continues. The child desires the freedom to grow away from 
adults but must feel that they really care for and will 'stand by' ~him. 
Children up to eight or ten years seem to show contradictory social traits. They fight · 
their best friends and brothers and sisters more than they fight other children, probably 
because they spend more time with these children. Yet the more aggressive are often the 
most sympathetic when anyone is hurt or in trouble. Research has found that children who 
showed outstand ingly sympathetic behavior sometimes also displayed exceedingly unsympathetic 
or even cruel behavior. 
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Boys seem to have more enduring friendships than girls, and toward the end of this per-
iod there is the beginning of 'gang' interests. Fear, anger, jealousy, joy, affection, and 
many other emotional patterns characterize the children's lives. Many of the fears that be-
set children after the age of five concern imaginary and improbable dangers. Children from 
six to ten, for example, show a fear of such things as blood, ghosts, death, a fainting 
person, dead animals, lightning, robbers, dark, solit~e, and even the doctor; girls tend 
to show more fear than boys . 
At six, both boys and girls readily play with companions of either sex , although boys 
fight gir l s and have no special courtesy t oward them. Ne i t her boys nor girls are self-
cons cious about their bodies, and neither are embarrassed by physical affection from adults 
or from the opposite sex. Up to the age of seven, boys and girls p l ay together as equals, 
with no distinctions. This may continue beyond. the age of seven, particularly if the girls 
are physically active in games and dramatic play. 
Children of these ages have usually learned the difference be t ween b oys and g i r ls and 
be tween men and women, and they are interested i n the developmen t of bab i es. Sexual modesty 
usually appears about the age of seven or e ight year s. 
The primary grades are 
and functions of families. 
sibilities and can learn to 
of family living. The pupil 
the purpose of family life. 
a na tura l t i me f or the pupils to beg i n the study of t he struc ture 
During this period the pupil is usua ll y g i ven more home respon-
understand his contribution t o family life and t he significance 
should be helped to gain new concepts of family r elations hips and 
Before they ge t to kindergarten, little boys have already b e en admonished to be 'little 
men' and not cry when they are hurt; little gi rls have been encouraged to act like 'little 
ladies'. When the youngsters enter school the differences between the sexes are made .~even 
clearer. The children need to develop an understanding of their psychological and physical 
differences. 
Natural situations arise in primary classrooms that enable the teacher to help children 
learn about their bodies, about emotions, about reproduction, and about differences between 
boys and girls. Answering pupils' questions simply and truthfully without embarrassment 
will help children to develop constructive attitudes. Attitudes toward human sexuality 
develop during the child's early life and tend to remain with him throughout life. The 
emotional climate the teacher creates in the classroom will have a direct effect on the 
effectiveness of the family life and sex eudcation programme. 
- Family Life & Sex Education: Curr i culum and Instruction 
by E5 t he r D. Schul z and Sally R. Wil liams, pp . 49 - 51 
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AIMS AND OBJECTIVES FOR GRADE ONE 
1. To help the child recognize and appreciate his role in the family and his obliga-
tion to be a good family member with love, loyalty and respect. 
2. To build a wholesome attitude to sex, to develop an understanding of love, a 
concept of his self-worth and sexual identity. 
3. To know and use the correct terminology in reference to the body and body functions. 
4. To understand and respect all parts of the body including organs of elimination. 
5. To know and understand the sex differences in boys and girls. 
Because the programme is principally concerned with developing attitudes, it is impor-
tant that ample provision be made to allow the children time to discuss the concepts 
presented and to share their feelings, insights and questions. One of the concepts 1n the 
programme is that "each person has something unique to offer" and, as t ea chers, we should 
recognize this in the children. 
The purpose of the study on Family is to help each child to understand and participate 
more fully in his own family, and to help him to deepen his appreciation of the other per-
son 's family. The children learn that each family is unique, that there is no one '.1 right 
way of being a family. They also discover that there are elements common to each family, 
e.g., the elements of love, sharing and c~1ing. In many families a working mother may be 
a sign of love for the family. In other families there may be only one parent for any 
number of reasons. Some children may be adopted or foster children. In each case, the 
teacher helps the children to see the signs of love where they are present. 
It is quite natural for children to have negative reactions at times towards their own 
families. The teacher helps the children to handle their reactions and, as well, points 
out the good things about their families. The child who comes from a very disruptive 
family situation needs the support and acceptance of the teacher and other children. Often 
times it is very difficult for such a child to see any positive signs in his own family. 
In certain cases it may be the role of the teacher to consult with other professional per-
soanel (e.g., principal, guidance counsellor, child development staff) in order to better 
help a particular child. 
q 
Suggested teacher readings: 
Family Roles: Laycock, S.R., Family Living and Sex Education, pp. 18-21, 40-42 
Adoption: Laycock, Op. cit., p. 27 
Dillon, V.V., and Walter J. Imbiorski, Your Child's Sex Life, p. 42 
Willke, Dr. and Mrs. J.C., The Wonde r of Sex, p. 23 
The Signs Drawn From Family Life 
As we know, some children unfortunately obtain only meagre experience of these signs 
1n their home life. 
Does this mean we should set aside this series of signs ? We do not think so. For if 
we did, we would be depriv i ng all the other children in a c las s pf a privileged approach 
to supernatural realities. Besides, the use of these signs with children who are dis -
advantaged in their homes remains valid for two reasons. 
- First, most of these children fortunately have marginal affective experiences: the 
. love of a grandmother, an uncle, an aunt, an older sister, or even the catechi st. 
While these secondary affective bonds certainly do not take the place of a united and 
stable home, they do have compensatory value for these children and offer them the irre-
placeable human experience of love's gratuitousness. 
That is why we shall take care, whenever we invite a child to think of someone who 
loves him, to mention several categorie s of persons, so that each child will feel he is 
personally concerned and affected. 
- Moreover, several psychologists have pointed out that the child's need to be loved 
is so vital that he forms an idealized picture of the love experience he has lacked. 
- The Canadian Catechism 
Teacher's Manual Grade 1 (Revised) 
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The main concept to be developed in the study on Growth is that conception and growth 
in the womb are parts of the total process of growing as human beings. The children re-
cognize the joy of parents who share in God's plan of creation. The depth to which a 
teacher and class may explore this unit will partially depend on the interest of the child-
ren as expressed in their questions, etc. Simplicity and truthfulness are the two criteria 
for answering questions. 
Suggested teacher readings: 
Answering Questions: Willke, Dr. and Mrs. J.C., Op. cit., pp. 14-31 
Dillon and Imbiorski, Op. cit., pp. 13-17, 33-63 
Laycock, S.R., Op. cit., pp. 48,49 
Filmstrip: I Wonder, I Wonder 
Film: Life From Life 
If the children are old enough to ask a question, they are old enough to get an answer 
suited to their age and mental development. 
There should not be anything like a single 'birds and bees' talk. 
Always use refined and delicate language and as soon as possible move into technical 
terminology, because the language that we use indicates the respect that we have for our 
subject. 
Better be years early than one second too late. 
The attitude of parents in regard to these principles of sex education should be one 
of firm, gentle, constructive, and friendly advice . 
. 
... .. Parents must not imagine that their children are growing up 1n a vacuum. Even in 
the case of a child who has never asked question; of his parents, the supposed silence on 
the subject cannot be surely interpreted as a lack of interest, a complete lack of infor-
mation or a lack of misinformation. Parents who wonder about telling their children ideas 
of this sort forget that the gang-group will talk in their own way of where babies come 
from. The children may overhear references, and most unfortunate of all, they may be given, 
dir ec tly or indirectly, some imptession that birth itself is a hush-hush affair as if it 
11 
had something filthy concerned with it. Some couples are extremely timorous in mentioning 
to their children anything that concerns birth because the parents directly equate know-
ledge of birth with a desire to participate in sexual intercourse. Fortunately, such 
couples are not the ordinary or the average, but nevertheless such unfortunate misunder-
standings of birth do exist in all too many cases. 
Filas , Francis L., S.J . , Sex Education in the 
Family , pp . 62, 71 
Note: While the above-quoted selections are directed to parents, the principles are quite 
applicable to teachers in a classroom setting. 
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Concepts to be Developed 
FAMILY 
1. Belonging to a family 
means getting involved 
in the family. 
a) Father-Mother-Child-
ren. 
b) Family members help 
one another. 
c) Different ways in 
different families. 
2. Love &·care may be ex-
pressed in different 
ways in different 
families. 
a) Parents show love 
& care for one 
another and for 
their children. 
b) Constant protec-
tion of parents. 
c) Love & respect for 
·one's own family 
and for other fam-
ilies. 
3. Understanding of one's 
worth as a family mem-
ber and one's duties 
towards the family. 
a) Roles in the family. 
b ) Varying degrees of 
differences 1n each 
f amily. 
c) Every member of the 
f amily is v~ry 
importa11 t . 
Reference in 
Can. Catechism 
Can. Catechism 
"Come to the 
Father",Theme 6: 
p. 110, 114 
- God , our Father, 
. 
owns us m a won-
derful way. 
"Come to the 
Father",Theme 
13:p.119,Lesson 1,3 
By loving as God 
loves us we be -
come our true 
selves ··.and we 
help others to 
gr ow. 
Other 
References 
"Families are 
for People" 
Lesson 1,2 
"Families are 
for People" 
Unit II 
Lesson 2 
13 
A. V. 
Sgg~stions for Presentation Ma t er ia l 
Class discussion on the top-
. 1cs: 
1. How different each family 
member is. 
2. What boys & girls can do 
to make their parents 
happy. 
3. How could children help 
one another. 
Prepare charts,murals & paint 
1ngs of different families. 
Role-playing to illustrate 
the topic. 
Responsibility charts. 
Murals to illustrate love & 
concern. 
Vis·i t the family of a friend 
Activities invo\ving cooper-
ation in the class: murals, 
plays, . etc. 
Find good qualities in each 
person and make children 
aware of them. 
Song 6 
"All 
the 
Earth" 
Can.Cat . 
T.M.P. 
113 
Song 10 
"God is 
Love" 
T ."M. 
P.196 
--·-------··--·----------·--- --- -------·--· ---~ - -·- ------ --·---- .___ --- ---- · ·--
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Con~epts to be Developed 
4. There are similarities 
and differences be-
tween families. 
a) Family structures 
(grandparents, 
aunts, uncles) 
b) Additions to the 
family. 
c) Relatives living 
with the family. 
S. Develop a love and 
respect for one's own 
family and for other 
families. 
a) God makes us able· 
to love everyone: 
brothers, sisters, 
neighbors & 
friends. 
b) Brotherly love & 
friendship re-
quires caring and 
sharing. 
c) There are diffdr-
en t ways of living 
as a family in 
Nfld.-culture-city 
town-location-home 
GROWTH 
1. Realization and accept-
ance of reproduction as 
a natural and good pro-
cess created by God. 
- all living things 
produce their own 
king. 
Reference in 
Can • . Catechism 
"Come to the 
Father'~heme 8 
p. 136, lesson 1,2 
We are f).11 of us 
children of God. 
"Come to the 
Father", 
Theme 4 
pp. 83,91 
Discover God, the 
Creator, through 
the wonders of 
nature. 
Other 
References 
"Families are 
for People" 
P.5-Lesson 3 
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Suggestions for Presen t at i o11 
Pictures of different f am-
ilies in the neighborhood 
-different generations 
(variety in appearance) 
Discuss: 
1. Advantages of having 
people with differences 
around us. 
2. Ways of sharing with 
neighbors & friends . 
Tour of your neighborhood. 
Make up songs or poems 
about families. 
Classroom activities: 
1. Planting seeds. 
2. Keeping pets: fish, 
birds .. 
3. Display pictures of 
animals with their 
young. 
Other activities: (see 
Can . Cat . ,T.M. p . 91 
A. V. 
Materia l 
Song 3 
"He's got 
the 
whole 
world" 
Can.Cat. 
T.M. 
p. 248 
Film: t;~Life 
from Life" 
Song 4: 
Little 
Seeds 
Can.Cat . 
t T .M. 
p . 86 
Concepts to be Developed 
2. An understanding and 
reverence for the be-
ginning of a new human 
life. 
a) Baby starts life & 
develops for nine mon-
ths in the uterus(womb) 
of his mother before 
birth. Human babies are 
a gift of God to the 
parents. 
b) Love & joy of par-
ents who share in God's 
plan of creation. 
3. The family prepares for 
the baby after birth: 
a) the inf ant is help-
less and totally 
dependent. 
b) babies grow in the 
shelter of their fam-
ilies. 
c) they need special 
care and love from all 
members of the family. 
4. The rate of growth 
differs from person 
to person and is 
very normal. 
a) realizing that it 
is a wonderful thing 
to be a boy or a 
girl. 
b) boys and girls 
grow to be men and 
women. 
Reference in 
Can. Catechism 
"Come to the 
Father" 
Theme 14, p. · 202 
God the Father 
chose Mary to 
b~ the mother 
of His Son. 
"Come to the 
Father" 
Theme 8 ,pp.136 ,139 
The child 
experiencing 
love around 
him will 
better under-
stand the 
love and care 
of God, our 
.Father 
Other 
References 
"Families are 
for People" 
Unit III 
Lesson 1,2 
15 
A. V. 
Suggestions for Presentation Material 
Discuss: 
1. How each family member 
shares in the preparation 
before a new baby arrives. 
2. Visit with a pregnant 
woman willing to share 
wholesome insights with 
the children. 
Magazine pictures of 
families caring for a 
baby . . 
Have a mother bring a 
baby into the classroom 
to illustrate its needs: 
security, love, attention, 
.care. 
Identify classmates you 
cannot see by their 
voices. 
Keep graph heights,color 
of eyes, foot size. 
Filmstrip: 
"I Wonder 
I Wonder'1 
Song 2: 
"If You 
Are 
Happy" 
Can.Cat. 
T.M. 
p. 99 
• 
~ ~·~~--~~~-~~~~-----~~~-
Concepts to be Developed 
5. Growing up is more than just getting bigger. 
a) try to understand 
people's feelings. 
b) children grow 
emotionally, intel-
lectually, spiritually, 
physically and social-
ly. 
RELATIONSHIPS 
1. Develop a love and 
respect for ourselves 
and for others: par-
ents,teachers, older 
people. 
a) each person has 
something unique to 
offer. 
b) cooperation and 
working together 
can make all of us 
happy. 
Ref erence in 
Can. Catechism 
"Come to the 
Father" 
Theme 17,p. 228 
Jesus at Naz-
areth grew up 
as a perfect 
child under 
the watchful 
guidance of 
His parents. 
"Come to the 
Father" 
Theme 19 :pp. 246 ... 
Jesus was kia~9 
to everyone, 
good or bad, 
poor or rich, 
sick or heal thy. 
"Come to the 
Father" 
Theme 23 & 24: 
Christian 
significance 
of God's com-
mandment of 
love. pp. 289-298 
Other 
References 
"Families are 
for People" 
Unit IV 
Lesson 1,2,3 
"Families are 
for People" 
Unit V 
Lesson I 
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Suggestions for Presentation 
Collect pictures showing dif-
ferent feelings - faces which 
show feelings of happiness 
(getting something new,eating 
a chocolate bar for recess) 
- feelings of sadness (losing 
something,tearing something 
we like) . 
- feelings of anger (being 
tripped, having something 
stolen or broken) 
- feelings of excitement 
(Easter,Christmas,circus) 
- feelings of fear (being 
lost, storm, meeting 
s.trangers.). 
A. V. 
Mate r ial 
Use activities involving coope~ Film: 
ation in the classroom - murals. 
· "Courtesy plays. for 
Collect pictures of persons Beginners 
relating to each other, helping 
sharing. 
Make a bulletin board display. 
Discover ways and means to make 
other people happy. 
Dramatize . situations involving 
good manners at home, in the 
classroom, on the bus. 
U N D E R S T A N D I N G S 
GRADE I 
I. All living things grow. 
II. All living things produce their own kind (reproduction). 
Vocabulary: birth, hatch, seed, egg, nurse. 
GRADE II 
I. Boys and girls are different in God's plan. 
II. Food and water notneededfor growth of the body must be discarded. 
Vocabulary: (grade one - plus) 
penis, vagina, breast, urine, urinate, bowel movement, rectum. 
GRADE III 
I. There are physical differences between men and women. 
II. The baby grows inside its mother until it is ready to be born. 
III. A baby grows from a cell (sperm) from its father and a cell (ovum) from its 
mother which join. 
Vocabulary: (grades one & two plus) 
male, female, penis, breast, nipple, sex, genital, uterus (womb), vagina, 
nurse, cell, sperm, ovum, conception, scrotum, testicles. 
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SUGGESTED LESSON PLANS 
"LIFE FRClvf LIFE" 
FILM #1 
PART 1 - FLOWERS 
PAR:r 2 - TREES 
PART 3 - FISH 
PART 4 - FROGS 
Grades 1-2-3 Color ~ 11 minutes 
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• 
· FILM - "LIFE FROM LIFE" 
\ 
OBJECTIVE: 
To make the children aware of the whole wonderful world God has given 
us and bring them to admire natural realities (reproduction) both in 
themse·lves and as signs of God's love for us. 
ATTITUDE TO BE ENCOURAGED: 
1. .Foster the growing sense of God in the s_ix and seven year old child 
by making use of living realities, plants, flowers, treest .fish, frogs, 
·;n preference to pictures if it is possible. 
2. Help the children to admire and appreciate the different living things. 
3. Develop the,.admiration and wonder of the children before the splen-
dors of creation and ·initiate a great respect for the wonderful gift 
of God (reproduction) • 
.. 
4. Direct the children•s admiration to the power of God. who made all 
living th~ngs which reproduce their own kind. Eampl~: Plants, fish, 
frogs* birds, animals, human beings. 
· FILM fl 
Explore with the children various aspects of nature in order to discover it 
as a sign of God, the Father and Creator. 
"God created all things and is continually creating them" 
,_. •,,19 
.. 
.. 
Ta 1 k by t~.acher before sh9wi rig ~r~ film to the chi 1 ~ren.: 
1. It is exciting to think of all the different flowers and animals that 
we know. God our Father gives them life. The plants grow but they 
need air, water and care. 
A new plant grows from a seed. The little plant, flower or tree comes 
from t~e little seed th~t is planted. Inside each seed -is a baby 
plant that is waiting to be planted so that it can develop into a 
plant of the same kind that produced the seed. All life comes from 
similar life (parents). This is reproduction. 
2. . Animals are given to us by God.~ They have fathers and mothers. The 
mother takes care of the baby animals when they are young. 
Some baby animals are different from others because God made them 
different. Still they are all beautiful in their own way. Some 
I . 
come from eggs laid in the water like fish and frogs ( the mothers 
do not take care of these babies). Others come from eggs that are 
hatched by the mothers like birds and chickens. Some others are 
born 1 i ke l< i ttens, puppies, •..•• ; · 
NOTES FOR THE TEACHER 
We are certain with a certitude of faith that everything we see,every-
. thing that surrounds us, is a gift coming from God's love and,consequently, 
that 11 it _is very good... However, nature becomes a divine language only for 
those who know how to see the glory, love and goodn~ss of God in it. Such 
an attitude must be prepared and cultivated in the children. 
Very often a teacher can arouse the child's sense of wonder and con-
templation just by her tone of voice. 110h, how. beautiful this flower is!u 
When the child reacts with wonder we do not need to say anything more. 
Explanations based on reason and logical argument do not lead a child to 
wonder at this age. 
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VOCABULARY: Seed, reproduce, egg, sperm, male, female, parent animals, 
fertilize. 
FILM #1 - ulIFE FROM LIFE 11 
It is divided into four parts: Flowers, Trees. fish, and Frogs. 
PART 1 - 2 FLOWERS - TREES 
Conc~pt: 
1. A plant is a living thing. It needs air, water ...•• to ltve. 
2. The baby plant starts from the seed of the parent plant. 
3. Everything living comes from other living things like itself. 
guest.ions: 
1. Why did God our Father give us the beautiful flowers? 
2. How do the.little plants ·begin to _ grow? 
3. How do we know that a tree is a living thing? 
Have children plant different seeds and watch them grow. (Bean seeds 
are easy to follow) 
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PART 3 : FISH 
Concept: 
A fish is living but obviously is not a plant; it must be an animal. 
Fish are vertebrates. 
There are male and female fish. 
·The female fish lays the eggs and the male fish fertilizes them • 
• 
· . . Baby fish grow from .the fertilized eggs just .a.s the little ·p~ant grows from . 
the seed. ~ 
·guest ions : 
1. What is the difference between a plan·t and a fish? 
2. Why did God give us fish? 
; 
3. How i·s the egg of a fish 1 ike a 'seed? 
4. Where do baby fish come from? (fertilized eggs} 
Act.ivity: 
Encora~e the children to talk about their experiences with pet fish ·(gold-
. . 
fish·, guppies). Discuss the way fish reproduce. 
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PART 4 FROGS 
The male frog and the female ~rog are needed to produce a baby .frog. 
. . 
God has made the frogs to live on the land but they. live in· the .water when 
they are young and the female frog lays her eggs in the water. " 
The mal~ frog fertilizes the eggs of the female as he helps her lay her 
eggs in the water. 
The reproduction process in frogs is similar to that in fish. 
. not give their young any parental care. 
' . 
A baby frog is called a tadpole. 
Q.uestions.: 
1. How does a female frog lay her eggs? _ 
2. When are the eggs fertilized by the male frog? 
3. Where do baby frogs or tadpoles live? 
4. What time of the year can you find frogs eggs? 
Activit1_: 
Frogs do 
In the spring, try to get some frogs eggs, keep them in a container of pond 
wa·ter and watch ·the development of the tadpoles. 
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FILMSTRIP "I WONDER, I WONDER 11 
A. Objecti_ves: 
To build positive attitudes towards the beginning of life 
or the birth of a baby. 
To stress the importance of the family as a unit of love, 
of care and security. 
The filmstrip may be shown in three parts: 
Part I (No. 1-15) Family:· the role of parents in the 
home. 
Preparation for a new baby. 
Part II (No. 16-42) Growth: the development of the baby 
before it is born. 
Part III ·(No. 43 - ) Relationships: the physical dif-
ferences between 
· boy and girl babies. 
B. Concepts To Be Developed: 
I. Family 
a) The birth of a baby brother or sister is an important 
event in the home. 
b) A baby is a gift from God. 
c) Fathers and mothers have a very important role to 
play in the home. 
d) Boys and girls must be contributing members of the 
family. 
e) The home is a place where people love, respect and 
help each other. 
I I. Growth 
a') The body that God gave us is very worthwhile and should 
be treated with respect and great care. 
b) A baby grows and develops in his mother~s uterus be-
fore he is born. 
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c) God made boy and girl babies phys1cally different be-
cause .they are to grow up to be fathers and mothers. 
d) It is a wonderful thing to be a boy or a girl. 
III. · Relationships 
a) Love can be shown in many ways. 
b) Cooperation and working together can make all of us 
happy. 
C. Questions For Discussion (following the showing of filmstrip) 
1. Discuss: 
a) What boys and girls can do to prepare for a new brother 
or sister. 
b) What can be done to help care for the new baby. 
c) How mothers care for the baby. 
2. If the children are old enough and if they are interested, 
a discussion may follow concerning the physical differ-
ences between boy· and girl babies. Ternrinology is very 
important and the greatest reverence and respect must be 
shown. 
.. 
REMEMBER: The children are not embarrassed; they do not 
have the negative attitudes that some adults have. To 
them the human body is what parents and. teachers make it -· 
important and worthy of great dignity· or shameful, sin·· 
ful, dirty or what-not. · 
Terminology: womb (uterus), breast, scrotum, penis • 
D. ·· suggested Activities: 
1 p 
1. Have children4 bring pictures of babies with their parents~ 
2. Children may be encouraged to bring their own pictures 
to school. 
3. Role-playing may be encouraged, 
2:5 
II 
., 
B I B L I 0 G R A P H Y 
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AINSWORTH, Judy. WHEN I GROW UP 
Chitd~en'~, $3.25 K-3 
ANGLUND, Jo4n Wat4h. A FRIENV IS SOMEONE WHO LIKES YOU 
Ha~co~t, $2.09 K-3 
A.NGLUNQ, . Joan Wa.l.6h. 
H a..tc..o u.Jr.t, 
AVERILL., E~the.Jt. 
LOVE IS A SPECIAL WAY OF FEELING 
$2 ·. 09 
__.,... ,.. ...... . 
f. .> 
JENNY'S A~OEO BROTHERS 
Ha.1tpe1t, . $3.79 
BAUSCH, WUli4m J. A BOY'S SEX LIFE -Handbook o& b4~ic 
in6o~ma.tion and guid4nce. 
Fid~~, 1969. pb.$1.25 
BEIM, Je1t1totd. THE SMALLEST BOY ZN THE ... CLASS 
MoJtJtow. $3.94 
BEIM1 Lo~~aine. TWO 1S A TEAM 
HaJtco~t, $4.SO 
BELL, Gina. ~AUEV ••••••••• A BROTHER 
Abing~on, $2.25 
BERG.,. Jean. TffERE'S NOTHING TO VO SO LET ME BE VOU 
W.tmiM~teh.. $4.25 · 
BERTOCCI, e~e1t. SEX,LOVE ANO ~HE PERSON 
Sheed 6 Wah.d $2.95 pb. 1961. 
~ISHO, Cuh..ti4. LITTLE LEAGUE HEROES 
Lippincot~. $3.39 
BORACK1 Ba~b4~4. SOMEONE SMALL 
Ha.Jtco~t. $3.79 
BROMHALL, Winia~~d. 
Knop6 
t~I'OOLE MATILDA 
$4.39 
BROWN, My~a B. FIRST NIGHT AWAY FROM HOME 
~att4. $3.95 
BRYANT, Be.lln~ce.. 
Ch~tdJten'A 
LET'S BE FRJENVS 
$3.00 
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1-3 
K-3 
K-3 
K-3 
2 
5-6 
K-3 
K-3 
1 
K-3 
• 
CAUDILL, Rebece~. CONTRARY JENKINS 
$3.27 -pb $0.95 H a.Jtc. o u.Jtt. 
~ 
CAVANNA, Betty. T(JJO 'S COMAl~Y 
We~~m~~l~te~/51 $1.95 
COHEr~, Mi.)t/L.l4m. Cl/I LL I HAVE A FRIENV? 
MacM~llan $4.SO -pb $0.95 
COLE, W.ilt.ia.m. 
Ha1tc.o1tt~ 
COLE, C'1itlia.m. 
Hi11tc.ou1tt 
WHAT'S GOOV FOR A FIVE YEAR OLV? 
$3.27 
WHAT'S GOOV FOR A FOUR YEAR OLVf 
$3.21 -pb $1.25 
COLE. Wllliam. WHAT S GOOV FOR A SIX YEAR OLV? 
Ha~co~z $3.27 -pb $1.25 
DILLON,Vala1tie . Vance. YOUR CHZLV'S SEX LIFE • .. 
. 
Vetaney Pub.1966 $1.25 -A Ch~i~.tian G~de 
OOSS,fle.£en. 
A.bingdon 
DOSS~ H ele.1i. 
ALL· TtlE CHI LVREfJ OF THE WORLV 
$2.00 
FR1ENVS AROUNV THE WORLV. · 
Ab.lngdon .. $2.00 
DUVALL, Evelyn. ABOUT SEX AliV GROWING UP 
A4~oc P!te44 1968 $1.50 
DUVALL, Evelyn. LOVE ANV THE FACTS OF LIFE• 
A~~oc ~e~~ 7963 $4.95 -pb '$0.95 
OUV~LL, Evelyn. t~~Y. WA}T_ .rr L~ ~!RRIAGEq? 
A4~oc ~e~~ 1965 $2.95 -pb $0.75 
EASTMAN, Philip V. ARE YOU MY MOTHER? 
Beginne~ $3.07 
EDUCATIONAL Maze~ial on Men4t4az~on 
Canadian ampa · Co~p. Box 621~ Ba~JL.le~ On~a~io 
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K-3 
5-9 
K-3 
K-2 
K-2 
K-2 
T.Re.n 
3 
4-6 
1 up 
6 u.p 
T.Rt6 
ETS, Ma~~e Hall. 
Vik.lng. 
THE STORY OF A BABY 
$3.56 
FILAS, F~anci~h. SEX EVUCATION IN THE FAMILY 
~enz~ce-H4ll 1966 $6.40 
FINFER,Ce.£.entha. 
Fotte.t:t 
GRANVFATHER VEAR 
$1.68 
FLANAGAN, Ge~aldlne. THE FIRST NINE MONTHS OF LIFE 
1-5 
. . 
r-Ren 
K-3 
Simon 6 Sc.hu.t>teJt.. · "'~ $4. 95 T. Re~- 4-8 
FORMAN, Jttme.6. MY .. f:.~~M·Y, M~ BROTHER 
.. H.a.wtho1tn, 1969. $5.95 -pb Sc.hoot BK SeAv~ce $.75 7 up 
... . 
FROMM, EIL.ich~ THE ART OF LOVING 
Ha~pe~ 6 Row $3.95 pb $1.25 
GRUENBERG, Sidon.le Ma.t.6ne~. THE WONVERFUL STORY OF HOW 
YOU WERE BOR~I 
Rev.Ed.Voubleddy $3.95 - 1970 
GUY, Anne. A BABY FOR BETSY 
Abin9don $1.15 
HAMORI,La4zlo. THE VANGEROUS JOURNEY 
Ha~co~z,1962 $4.15 pb $0.60 
HOBAN,R~4ell . . BEST FRIENVS FOR FRANCES 
Ha~pe~ & Row $3.27 
HOBAN,R4~ett. A B1RTHVAY FOR FRANCES 
Ha.1t.peJt & Roiu. · $ 3. 21 
HOBAN1 Ru.4.6 ell. HARVEY'S Hl1JEOUT 
' 
I 
! 
' 
3-5 
K-3 
S-9 
K-3 
K-3 
Pa1tent.&. $3.78 pb 4chool BK. Se~v.$.75 K-3 
HOFF, Syd. WHO WILL BE MY FRIENVS? 
H4~pe~ 6 Row $2.57 K-3 
HUTCHINS, Pat. TOM ANV SAM 
MacMittan,1968 $4.50 K-3 
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JOH~JSON, fJtlc. LOVE Al~V SEX If1/ PLA1lJ LANGUAGE 
.... .. $ -- J p 7 I QI UrMC W$1 ' # ¥& $, 111* l . 1 I t *It *ft fM' V . t lfP 
Li..ppi•ic..ot:.t, $3.95 pb. Ban~am $0.75 
JOSLIN, Se4yle. ~~A VO YO~ VQt.Vea~? 
W.R.Scotz A-W $3.25 
JOSLIN, Se~yle. WflAT VO YOU S,~Y, Vea.It? 
W.R. S~ott A-W $3.25 
KENNEDY, John F. PROFILES IN COURAGE 
Ha~pen S Row-64 $3.79 
KINGMAN, Le.e. 
Voubteda.y 
PETER'S LONG WALK 
$3.95 
KRASILOVSKY, Phylli4. THF. VERY LITTLE BOY 
Vouble..da.y $3.SO pbo $0.95 
KRASILOVSKY> hyll~~. THE VERY LITTLE GIRL 
Vou.bleday $3.50 pb. $0.95 
KRASILOVSKY, hyltL~. THE VERY TALL LITTLE 
Voubted4y $3.50 
KRAUSS, Ruth. THE CARROT SEEV 
Ha~pe~ S Row $3.27 
KRAUSS, Ruth. GROWING STORY 
Ha4pe~ S Row $3~19 
GIRL 
LAVCOCK, S.R. FAMILY LIVING ANV SEX EVUCATION 
r.Ren ~. 
2 
3 
5-6 
K·3 
K-3 
K-3 
K-3 
K-3 
f-2 
Mll-Mac, 1967,o~on~o-A g~de 60~ a~enz~ and youth , 
leade~4. .Red ~ 
LEAF, Munfto. HOW TO BEHAVE ANV W~Y 
Lipp~ncott, $4.69 K-3 
LEAF, Mn~o. MANNERS CAN BE FUN 
Lippincott, $3.39 K-3 
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LEE_, Tin.a.. flsi\Nf.JEPS TO GROW OH 
Voubteday, 1955 $4.22 
LENSKI, LoJ,1J • tJE3BIE ANV l!ER. FAMILY 
tva.lck $3.50 
LENSKI~ L o.l.& • VEBBIE Al1V '{1= .. ) t ·- l .. GR/, NV MA 
-
tvatcf<. $3~50 
LEf\IS KI;' Loi..1;,. LET'S PLAY HOUSE 
Wale.I<. 
LENS K I , L o .l.o • 
Wa.tc.k 
$3.75 
PAPA SMALL 
$3.75 
LEWIS, R~chakd6 MIRACLES- Poemh by Child~en on tht 
Engli~h-lpeaking wo~ld. 
Simon & S~h~te~,1966 $5.10 
LORAND, Rhoda. LOVEPSEX ANO THE E~NAGER 
--------·---------
MacM~llan, 1965 $5.95 
MARINO~ Vo~othy, WHERE ARE THE MOTHERS 
L~pp~neott. $4082 
Canada. BOOKLETS obtained 6~om Kimbe~ly-Cla4k,o6 
To 1t,a rLto ~ 0 n.ta.Jtio AS FOLLOWS: 
THE MIRACLE OF YOU Age 
YOUR YEARS OF SELF-VISCOVERY 
r-..... 
NEENAH. THE PLf f\SflRES 1JF FEMI :JIN 11 Y 
" •• l • -· 
K~mbe1t.ly-Cla.1tk FREE 
NESS, Evatine. EXACTLY ALIKE 
Sc~ibne~r 1964 $5.95 
OKUN, M~lton, Ed.THE NEW YORK TIMES GREAT SONGS OF THE 
SIXTIES 
Qua.dJt.angle, 
.. 
ORAISOt", ifa./Le~ M.r. LEARUI UG TO LOVE 
f 
3 u.p 
K-3 
1-2 
K-3 
1 
2-12 
T.Re6 
K-3 
10-11 
12-15 
5-6 
K-3 
7 up 
Gitl6 6.ln. Ho u.6 e ~ Pau.li..1:> t f; Pf ewma.n pb $ 0. 9 5 7 up S T.Ren 
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-PADAVANO, An~hony. VAWM WITHOUT VARKNESS 
al.l,6~, Newman $5.00 
PAUL VI, Pope. · ENCYCLICAL HUMANAE VITAE 
United S~ate-0, Ca~hol~c Con~e4ence $1.00-pb T.Ren 
PECKINPAH> Bet~y. PATRICK MTCHAEL KEVIN 
Loth4op. $3094 1-2 
PODENDORF,, Illa" Tift TRUE BOOK OF AtJI f.,4AL BA.BI ES 
. ch~ldften~ $3.75 K-4 
QUOIST, Michael. THE MEANING OF SUCCESS 
F .ide~ , 1 9 6 5 p b • $1 • 2 5 7 u.p 
ROBERTSON, Ke.i~h. HENRY REEV . INC 
V l f<..i ng , 1 9 6 6 $ 3 • 3 7 5 - 8 
ROBERTSON, Kei~h. HENRY REEV'S BABY-SITTING SERVICE: 
V .llii.ng, 1.9 6 6 $ 3. 31 5- 8 
ROBERTSON, Keith. HENRY REEV'S JOURNEY 
V.lking, 1963 $3.37 5 u.p 
RUGH, Robe4t~o ,FROM CONCEPTION TO BIRTH 
Ho..JtpeJt & Row, 1971 $12. 00 
SACHS, lvfaJLilyn ~ VEROH1 Cl~ GAfJZ 
Voubleday, 1968 $3.95 
SARN0 1 Ronald, S.J. ACHIEVING SEXUAL MATURITY 
G~i66ln ·Hauhe, 1969 pb $1025 -A guide to Ch~i~tian 
~·1oJLali:ty 601t Young 
6-1 
People T Re6 
SCHICK, Eieano~. 5A 
-------
and 7t5 
tJac.M..lllan, 19 6 7 1 ":' 3 
SCHULZ, E&~he~. FAMILY LIFE ANV SEX fVUCATION 
c ora11r· ;& ..... . t. " •llP••"' g 12 ;- r r •• p <tt t 7 ~.....- ••••:MICIC .,... ,. 
Ha~co~~~B4ace & Wo~td $4.95-pb -1968 
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SCHWARTZ, Etl..za.be.th. WHEf.J ANIMALS P\RE BABIES 
Holida.y, $4.95 
SELSAM, M~lticent E. SEEVS ArJV MORE SEEVS 
Ha.JtpeJt & Row $2.92 
SELSAM, M.ltt;(ee..nt E. vJHEN AN ANIMAL GROWS 
HARPER & ROW $2.92 
SHOWERS, Paul. BEFORE YOU WERE A BABY 
C4owetl, 1968 $3.75 
SLOBODKIN, Lo~~~ 
Va.ngua.JLd, 1969 
SLOBODKIN, Lo~~. 
Vangu.a.Jtd, 
EXCUSE ME! CERTAINLY! 
$4.50 
THAIJK YOU - YOU'RE WELCOIJE 
$3.95 
SMARIDGE 1 No~ah, IMPATIENT JONATHAN · 
Ad~ngdon, 1964 $1.75 
SOBOL, Vonald. ENCYCLOPEV1A BROWN- BOY VETECT1VE 
f'1el~ on. $ 3. 10 
STEVENSON> Bu4ton. ~E HOME BOOK 9F B~LE guOTATIONS 
Hd1tpe~ 6 Row,1949 $72.50 
STOLZ, Ma4y. THE NOONVAY FRIENVS 
Ha.1tpe1t 8 Row $3.79 pb $0.95 
UDRY, Janice M. A TREE IS NICE 
Ha.~pell 8 Row, $3.27 
VIORST 1 Judi:tli 
Ha.tc.peJt 6 Row 
1' LL FIX Af-.JTHOHY 
$3.79 
K-3 
K-3 
K-3 
K-3 
1-3 
K-3 
K-3 
5 up 
1 up 
6 up 
1 
K-3 
VON GAGERN, F4ede4lck. ~EW VIEWS QM SEX£ MARRIAG~, LqVE 
ali~~-Uewman, 1968 $1.35-pb T. Re6~1 up 
WALSH, Molly. SEX ANV THE PEOPLE WE ARE 
ati~t-Uewman, 1967 $0.95 -pb 
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T.Re6 
WILLKE, J~C. HANOBOOK ON ABORTlDN; 
.. 
Rev. Ed. Hittz,1971 $1.00-pb 
WILLKE, ·1.c. SEX EVUCATION The How-To 60~ te4ehe44 
H-llt z , 1 9 7 1 • $ 2 • 5 0 
WYNN, John c. SEX,FAMILY,ANV SOCIETY IN THEOLOGICAL 
Fo~as. 
A~~oeiat~on 4e4~ 1 1966 $2.95 - pb 
OLOOW~ ChaJt.lotte, BIG BIG BROTHER 
Ha1tpe1t. & Row, $3~29 
OLOOW~ Cha1tlotte, BIG SISTER ANV LITTLE SISTER 
T.Re6 
T.Re6 
T.Re6 
1-3 
Ha1tpe1t & _Row, 1966 $3.27 K-3 
ZOLOTOW; Ch4Jtlot~e. 
Ha.JLpelL S Row, 
ZOLOTOW, ChaJtlotte. 
Halt.pelt 6 Row. 
ZOLOTOW, ChaJt.lotte. 
Ha1tpe1t 6 Row. 
ZOLOTOW, ChaJttotte. 
LothJLop. 
THE HATING BOOK 
-·------$2.92 
MY FRIENV JOHN. 
$2.92 
THE QUARRELLING BOOK 
- $2.51 
A TIGER CALLEV THOMAS. 
$3.94 
ZOLOTOW, ChaJt.lotte. WHEN I HAVE A LITTLE GIRL 
Ha.JLpeJt £.Row.• 
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K-3 
K-3 
K-3 
K-3 
K-3 
REFERENCE MATERIAL FOR THE TEACHER 
The Wonder of Sex 
Your Child 1s Sex Life 
Sex Education: The How-to 
For Teachers 
Family Life ~ Sex Education 
Handbook on Abortion 
Family Living ~ Sex Education 
Becoming A Person Programme 
Families Are For People, Grade l 
No One Like Me, Grade 2 
Life Is All Around Us, Grade 3 
Filmstrip ~ Record: 
Dr. ~ Mrs. J.C. Willke 
Rev. W. J. Imbiorski 
Dr. ~Mrs. J.C. Willke 
Esther D. Schulz & 
Sally R. Williams 
Or. ~Mrs. J.C. Willke 
Dr. S. R. Laycock. 
Rev. W. J. Imbiors ki 
11 ! Wonder, I Wonder" - Concorida films 
"Wonderfully Made 11 - Concordia Films 
Films: 
"Life From Life" 
"Egg and Sperm'~ Dept. of Ed. Film Library #612.64 
Books & filmstrips may be ordered from: B. Broughton Co. Ltd. 
51.A Front Street 
TORONTO, Ont. MSE 1B3 
Becoming A Person Programme from:· 
Films from: 
35 
Collier~Macmillan Canada Ltd. 
11258 Leslie Street 
Don Mills, Ontario 
Moreland~Latchford Ltd. 
299 Queen Street West 
Toronto, Ontario M5V 256 
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